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Radiant Reboot Introduction

Introduction 
You Can Take Back Control Of Your Health 

“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food.” ―Hippocrates 

If you’re reading this, you’ve already taken an important first step in 
reclaiming your health. You are on the path to supporting your body so 
you can be healthy, happy, and radiant, and I commend you for it.  

There’s a lot of misinformation about nutrition out there. This book will 
help you separate facts from myths, and give you a blueprint to regain 
your health naturally through changes in nutrition and lifestyle. 

First, I’m going to teach you about what I call the “Flourish 
Fundamentals”: five essential foundations that need to be in balance for 
you to experience vibrant health. Understanding these fundamentals 
will to help you understand the “whys” behind the steps you take during 
your Radiant Reboot. We’re also going to bust some extremely pervasive 
nutrition myths and reveal the truth about what you need to be happy, 
healthy, and radiant.  

Next, we’ll go into the “how” of the Radiant Reboot: what you will eat 
and not eat during the 30 day program. I’ll show you how to prepare for 
the reboot and give you my best tips for success. You’ll get practical 
advice on how to do a “pantry makeover” and which real foods to have 
on hand in your pantry, fridge, and bag. I’ll teach you where to buy 
whole foods that will keep you full and nourished. You’ll learn which 
kitchen tools will make food prep fun and easy. I’ve also created and 
curated dozens of recipes for you, from snacks to breakfasts to even a 
few treats. You’ll never have to worry, “What am I going to eat today?” 
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Radiant Reboot Introduction

Lastly, we’ll talk about how to eat after your Radiant Reboot is over. I’ll 
teach you a system for reintroducing potentially problematic foods, and 
some tips to help you avoid falling back into old habits.  

Hold a Loving Mindset, Not Expectations 
Most of us undertake new goals with lofty expectations. We set out 
believing  that “thinking big” will be a powerful motivator to help us 
succeed. And positive psychology is indeed an important ingredient in 
success. But expectations can also backfire. When you expect to reach a 
certain goal by a certain time and don’t get all the way there (despite 
making significant progress), many give up. This is why instead of 
setting “goals” or adopting “expectations” for your Radiant Reboot, I 
encourage you instead to adopt this mindset: 

Love and nurture your body, giving it everything it needs, as if you were 
nurturing a child.  

Your body isn’t your enemy. It’s not fighting against you. Actually, its job 
is to keep you alive today, and it has worked hard to do that for you 
every day of your life. (Thank you, body!) The best thing you can do in 
return is to care for it, give it the nutrients it needs, and listen to its 
messages when it needs rest.  

Instead of saying these phrases… 

“I’m going to lose 10 pounds by the end of Radiant Reboot.” 

“I want to fit into that size 8 dress again.” 
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Instead, continually ask yourself: 

“What is my body asking for right now? What is the most loving thing I 
could do right now to nourish and nurture it?” 

And you know what? You might just lose ten pounds or fit into that size 
8 dress again. But, it’s a happy byproduct of helping your body 
rebalance itself; it’s not the goal.  

Rebalancing the body doesn’t come overnight. Remember, it may have 
taken 20, 30, 40, or 50 years for your body to get to where it is now. 
While we can make improvements in health in weeks, change rarely 
comes as quickly as we would hope. Keep trusting that your body 
always has your best interests in mind. Keep giving it the nutrients it 
needs, and balance will come with time. 

This Book is Just the Beginning 
As you have probably realized by now, this isn’t a crash diet for easy 
weight loss and a sexy booty (though this way of eating and living will 
likely lead to both). It’s about learning a new mindset around how we 
eat and how we take care of our mind, body, and spirit. The 30 days of 
your Radiant Reboot are just a springboard for long-term habits that 
will change your life. I have done years of research, reading, study, 
training, and self-experimentation, and this is the culmination of all I 
have learned in one book. I hope the lessons in the following pages 
change your life as much as they have changed mine.  
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The 5 Flourish Fundamentals 
“Today, more than 95% of all chronic disease is caused by food choice, 
toxic food ingredients, nutritional deficiencies and lack of physical 
exercise.” ―Mike Adams 

My Story 
As a child, I was never overweight, but I had all kinds of IBS-like 
digestive issues, including constant bloating and alternating 
constipation and diarrhea.  

When I was 20, I moved to New Zealand for college… and for a boy. The 
boy didn’t last, but New Zealand did (I ended up living there for 5 years). 
In college, I ate whatever was fast, cheap, and convenient, which meant 
a lot of toast, cereal, and pasta. My weight started to climb, and I 
started having other health issues, too. I had rosacea (redness and 
flushing of the cheeks), acne, terrible periods, and my digestive woes 
got even worse. I got terribly “hangry” and had to eat frequently or I 
would snap. 

I didn’t really think much of it when a doctor at a checkup said, 
“According to your height and weight, you’re starting to get a little 
overweight…” I thought I looked fine! I didn’t realize that I had been 
steadily gaining weight since high school. I just kept buying bigger 
clothes and dresses that hid my tummy, which was perpetually bloated, 
making me look 6 months pregnant.  

I couldn’t deny it anymore when, on a trip home back to my parent’s 
house in Washington State, I was flipping through old photo albums of 
high school and I saw a photo of myself, the size I used to be. There was 
no way I was that skinny anymore. I complained to my mom that I 
wanted to lose weight and look like that again. And she said, “Well, you 
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know what to do.” And I did! Eat less and exercise more, right? 
Everybody knows that. 

I signed up for an account with a calorie-tracking website and 
religiously tracked everything I was eating, making sure to stay under 
the 1,400 calories I was allotted. I didn’t eat any sweets or ice cream, 
and avoided high-calorie foods so I wouldn’t “spend” my calories all at 
once and be starving at the end of the day. I would go running at the 
track at a nearby school so that I could “earn” more calories, because I 
was so hungry, all the time. And I did start to lose some weight. But I 
was miiiiiiserable, and my digestive woes continued. 

One day, through the forums of the calorie-tracking website, I came 
across a person who was talking about something called “paleo.” I was 
intrigued. I Googled it, and stumbled across MarksDailyApple.com, 
where I proceeded to read voraciously. Here was this guy saying that 
we had evolved to eat a certain way, but that our modern lifestyle and 
foods were going completely against the way our genes were 
programmed. And as a result, we were getting fat and sick. I couldn’t 
believe that I hadn’t heard this idea before. I couldn’t believe I had never 
heard of the idea that what I ate (as opposed to just how much) could 
affect my health! Like most people, I had assumed that when people got 
diseases, it was simply a matter of bad genetic luck. I decided right 
away to try following this new―or rather old―way of eating. 

I moved back to New Zealand and continued eating this way. My rebel 
spirit was perfectly happy with eating differently from everybody else. 
And I started to make significant progress while feeling great. I ended 
up losing about 40 pounds. I couldn’t believe how clear and sharp my 
thinking felt. I realized just how brain-foggy I had been most of the time 
before, in comparison. I thought to myself: 

“Is this how it’s supposed to be? How come nobody told me this?” 

Soon, though, I found myself slipping back into old habits. I started 
indulging a little too often in “paleo treats”―almond flour bread be 
damned!―and other gateway foods like fruit, dark chocolate, and 
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honey. I would get myself back on track for a while, but then go back to 
the treats again. 

I left New Zealand in 2013 and moved to Ukraine for nine months, 
taking a month in summer to go travel around Europe and see friends I 
had met while I was in New Zealand. After eating ice cream and having 
hard cider the day before while traveling with friends around Ireland, I 
had a terrible sugar hangover. I was moody and felt awful. I kicked 
myself and thought: 

“Why am I spending this much money on traveling if I’m just going to be 
in a miserable haze the whole time?” 

That afternoon, I googled an eight week program that I had heard of 
called I Quit Sugar, which was essentially a “sugar detox”. I read the 
whole thing in one afternoon and started it that same day. After a 
pretty miserable “carb flu” for a couple of days, the clouds parted, and I 
started feeling awesome. I traveled onwards to Spain, and then to 
France. I was still voraciously reading books and blogs, and listening to 
as many podcasts on health and nutrition as I could manage. The 
clearheadedness was back. The weight was effortlessly slipping off. Best 
of all, I felt fantastic and so happy. I enjoyed the rest of my travels 
around Europe. 

I got back to Ukraine… and slipped into old habits again! After that, I 
learned two things: 

1. I am an abstainer, not a moderator. It’s either the entire tray of 
brownies for me, or NO brownies. When I stick to that, it’s 
actually easier.  

2. Sugar is undeniably a drug. Once I start again, the call is so 
strong that it’s irresistible, despite how good I was feeling before.   

I moved back to the States at the end of 2013. By then, food had 
completely revolutionized my life and I decided to go into nutrition as a 
career. I signed up with the Nutritional Therapy Association to get a 
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certification as a Nutritional Therapy Practitioner (NTP), which turned 
out to be fortuitous, since I met my husband in my nutrition class, too! 
We bonded over our love of nutrition, travel, language, and velociraptor 
impressions, and we got married at the end of 2015.  

My most recent journey has been coming to understand that healthy 
eating is much more than “eat this, don’t eat that.” It’s more about 
adopting a mindset of self-care, where you make choices based on 
answering the question: 

“What would be most loving and nourishing to my body right now?”  

This is helping me to eliminate the feelings of guilt around eating and 
helping cut out the pattern of: 

“I want that dark chocolate that’s in the cupboard. I shouldn’t have it. But 
it’s still there. It’s calling my name. Maybe I’ll just have one piece. Or two. 
Or four. Whoops, it’s gone. Why do I have no self-control?!” 

In addition to shifting my mindset, I’ve also been introducing elements 
of mindfulness, self-care, meditation, play, and other ways of taking 
care of myself, so that I can be happier, healthier, and more productive. 

I hope that my story, my successes, my failures, and the tools that I’ve 
learned, will be helpful to you in your own journey.   

Copyright © 2019 by Rosemary Fotheringham !14
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Introduction To The 5 Flourish Fundamentals 
The Five Flourish Fundamentals include: 

1. Eat: Eat a delicious, nutrient-dense, species-appropriate, anti-
inflammatory diet. 

2. Move: Move in a natural way that mimics human evolution: 
squatting, climbing, lifting heavy things, occasional sprinting, and 
lots of walking. Avoid “artificial exercise” that results in chronic 
stress. 

3. Sleep: Mimic the natural daytime and nighttime cycles that our 
bodies and circadian rhythms have evolved around. 

4. Connect: Connect with your loved ones, spirituality, and higher 
calling. 

5. Restore: Implement systems of self-care to protect your greatest 
asset: YOU! 

The following five chapters cover each of the Flourish Fundamentals in 
detail.  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Thank You! 
I hope you have enjoyed reading this free chapter of Radiant Reboot. 
This is but a small taste of the entire 150-page guide, but I hope it has 
provided some useful tips and tools to help you get started in your 
health journey. 

To learn more about the guide and get yourself a full copy, visit: 

➡ FlourishFundamentals.com/RadiantReboot 

If you have any questions not answered there, please email me at: 

➡ rosemary@flourishfundamentals.com 

Yours in Health, 

Rosemary Fotheringham, NTP 

https://www.flourishfundamentals.com/radiantreboot/
mailto:rosemary@flourishfundamentals.com?subject=Radiant%20Reboot%20Question
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